The Return of the God of War [The Protector] Chapter 1854
The means he showed was a master of magic spells.

Can control people’s thoughts and emotions, can make people fall asleep instantly, and can also make
people wake up instantly.

It is said that masters of magic arts can kill people invisibly, and they have magical means.

Can control the mind of people or animals, and can control and kill people thousands of miles away.

Seeing Xu Zhengjie’s performance like this, Tianlong and others were shocked.

Masters of spells are rare and terrifying!
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In the sky list, besides the Wulong Taoists, there are three masters of spells!

There is a magic master who is still in the top three, it is really terrifying!

The world of magic arts is not as prosperous as the world of martial arts, but no one dares to ignore
the world of magic arts.
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Xu Zhengjie’s hand just now completely convinced Tianlong and the others.

“Sorry, I came in so recklessly just to show you my strength!”

Xu Zhengjie smiled.

“If you can join the crusade against Levi Garrison, then we will be even more powerful!”

Tianlong said with a smile.

No one will refuse a master of spells!

Especially still so strong!

Zoey was anxious and wanted to expose Xu Zhengjie.

But after another thought, how to expose Xu Zhengjie?

Can’t say that Xu Zhengjie has bad thoughts, he wants to kill Levi Garrison, right?

That’s right!

Now they just want to kill Levi Garrison!

Upon hearing that Xu Zhengjie was here to kill Levi Garrison, Tianlong raised their hands in favor.

The identity of Xu Zhengjie was not even checked.

Now in Erudia, for Tiance Mansion, if you want to deal with Levi Garrison, then we are friends.

“Okay, Master welcomes you to join! We really need your help!”

Tianlong said humanely.

“Don’t worry, as long as it is about Levi Garrison, I have no shirk!”

“As soon as you have news about Levi Garrison, please contact me! I will actively look for him!”

Xu Zhengjie agreed.

“It’s so good

Up! Our team has grown again! “

With the addition of the master, I believe it will be sooner or later to win Levi Garrison!” “

Tianlong people laughed.

Xu Zhengjie asked about the reasons why Zoey was protected.

Tianlong answered truthfully.

“If you can trust me, you can leave them in my care!” “

Xu Zhengjie took the initiative to ask.

Zoey was about to speak, but found that she couldn’t speak at all.

Xu Zhengjie had already moved her hands and feet, and she couldn’t make a sound.

Seeing a few people hesitated, Xu Zhengjie smiled and said: “If I want to do something to her If you
do, surely your people can stop me? “The

Tianlong people are relieved.

If Xu Zhengjie is sincere to deal with Zoey, no one can stop

him . Besides , letting a master guard Zoey will reduce their pressure and resources on the one hand,
and on the other hand, it will be safe.

“no problem! Then there is Master Lao! “After

weighing the pros and cons in this way, Tianlong and several people handed over Zoey to Xu Zhengjie.
After

successfully taking away Zoey everyone, Xu Zhengjie smiled and said: “Don’t worry, I won’t move you
until Levi Garrison is not dead!” “

Erudia martial arts circles all over the world are searching for Levi Garrison.

At the same time, other countries are also moving.

First of all, the long-silent war eagle country jumped out. It

unites many countries and international forces to condemn Levi Garrison. .

this is Yan Lung Wei-day government policy they did not think of.

fighters in the country these forces will intervene!

key they have no reason to refuse!

The reason given by the major forces such as the War Eagle Nation is very simple-if

Levi Garrison grows up, it will be a disaster for Erudia, for other countries and regions, and for the
whole world.

Therefore, the appearance of Levi Garrison is not only the suffering of Erudia, but also the whole
world.

Therefore, everyone is required to unite and slay this demon together.

All of this is naturally led by Richard.

In this way, he has a legitimate reason to get rid of Levi Garrison’s shame, and he can also enter
Erudia.

